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occur in retail food prices was estimated to be ip
the range 18-26 per cent spread over a period
of jears The dismantling of tariffs on trade
nth the Community would reduce, mdustiial
prices
The tariff outs and the response of wages and
prices to the increased cost of living would directly
affect both industrial imports and. exports it
being suggested that the balance of payments
might be worsened by £12o~275 million per annum
on this account But there would also be longer
run dynamic and less predictable effects through
the stimulus to British industry of being in a
market of 300 million inhabitants and growing
more lapidly than our own The "White Paper
concluded that the balance of economic advantage
was uncertain and that the precise conditions
negotiated for entry "would be important
Those economists who oppose British entry
argue that the successful growth of the EEC
countries since its formation probably would have
occurred without it that Britain will have to pay
heavily to subsidise backward European agncul
ture and they see a danger that Britain—having
to compete from a peripheral location and re
stncted in its economic policies by EEC rules—will
become a depressed region of the Common
Market
(vi) The Werner Plan
In 1970 the Commission of the European Eco
nomic Community published the Werner Plan a
report on the establishment of economic and
monetary union of the EEC Tbe plan aimed at
transferring within a decade the principal eco
nomic decisions from the national to the Com
muruty level and at establishing within the
Community complete freedom of movement of
goods services persons and capital with fixed and
constant rates of exchange between national cur
rencies or preferably a common currency A
centre of decision for economic policy would be
established and made responsible to a European
parliament There was to be a common system
of value-added taxation (see Q4S) and other taxes
would be brought Into line The member conn
tries have agreed to the initial stages of the Plan
e g to more co operation in international currency
arrangements
These proposals have far leaching economic and
political implications since they involve a con
siderable reduction of national sovereignty For
instance the loss of power to correct balance of
payments deficits by means of trade controls or
variation In the exchange irate implies either that
the deficit country s currency should be generally
acceptable to its creditors (so that the country
within the Cornmunlty—hie a region within a
country—simply cannot have a balance of pay
ments problem) or the country must resort to
deflation And even if there to a common cur
rency it is very Ukely that resources wfll concen
trate In some regions of the Community to the
neglect of other regions, possibly those far from
the main centres of production and consumption
Complete mobility of resources fc fitely to produce
a regional problem within the Community just as
 itcji nroduce a regional nroblem VFiiJun a country
But the Commimitj m™> not to the same evtent
as a countrj posse => the political power and dttei
mma^ion requi ed to remedy the problem
2  INTEENAL DEVELOPMOOSTS
ut end Employment
In the fourth quarter of 1970 industrial pro
dueiion was 49 per cent higher than it had been
in 19o8 This expansion occuned largely in two
spurts during the twelve months between March
l^oO and March I960 industrial output increased
by 11 pei cent and between March 1963 and
March 1964 it rose by 14 per cent The three
years before March 19o9 tbe three year between
the booms and the three years after March 1664
were periods of industrial stagnation Industrial
production picked up again in 1967 and 1968 but
growth (11 per cent in two years) was not as rapid
as in the boom periods and Industrial employment
actually fell The table also indicates that num
bers employed m industry were 4 per cent lower
towards the end of 1970 (allowing for seasonal
variation) than m 19a8 bo that productivity —
output per person employed — rose by about 56
per cent over that period Here again a very
high proportion of the increase was secured in the
boom periods
Restriction and De restriction.
The 1960s have witnessed several changes in the
emphasis of Government monetary and. fiscal
policies In tie first half of 1960 the emphasis
was on restrictive policies, both because of the
deterioration In the balance of payments position
and because it was apparent that the very rapid
expansion of output bad created shortages and
inflation in the economy at home No doubt
there would have been a slowing down ib the rate
of growth of output even if restrictive measures
had no* been taken an Increase as rapid as that In
1959 was possible only because a substantial
excess capacity had developed over the preceding
years But the measures taken to restrict demand
reinforced this tendency and growth in industrial
output was halted
A relaxation of restraints did help to stimulate
some increase in output m the early months of
1961	But from July 1961 — again primarily for
balance of payments reasons— there was a phase
of even sterner restrictions.   The progressive
relaxation of restrictions during the rammer of
1962	coupled with measures designed to stimulate
Industrial output had not had any mato effect by
the end of the year
In some ways tbe situation early in 1963 was
analogous to that of early 1909 There was a
substantial under utilisation of capacity In many
branches of industry since some new investment
had continued in 1960-62 Labour resources for
expansion were available in that unemployment
—at over 8 per cent— was higher than in any
period since the war Consequently the expan
siontBt policies of 1963 helped to produce a year of

